Advanced Computational
Neuroscience
Lecture 2b:
Hebbian Learning, Part 2
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Back to the Math. We had:
dω1
Single Input
dt
dw
Many Inputs

dt

= µ v u1
=µvu

µ << 1
µ << 1

As v is a single output, it is scalar.

Averaging Inputs

dw
dt

= µ <v u>

µ << 1

We can just average over all input patterns and approximate the weight
change by this. Remember, this assumes that weight changes are slow.

If we replace v with w . u we can write:
dw
= µ Q . w where Q = <uu> is
dt
the input correlation
matrix
Note: Hebb yields an instable (always growing) weight vector!

Covariance Rule(s)
Normally firing rates are only positive and plain Hebb would yield only LTP.
Hence we introduce a threshold to also get LTD

dw
dt
dw
dt

= µ (v - Θ) u
= µ v (u - Θ)

µ << 1
µ << 1

Output threshold

Input vector threshold

Many times one sets the threshold as the average activity of some
reference time period (training period)
Θ = <v> or

dw
dt

Θ = <u>

together with v = w . u we get:

= µ C . w, where C is the covariance matrix of the input

C = <(u-<u>)(u-<u>)> = <uu> - <u2> = <(u-<u>)u>

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Covariance_matrix

The covariance rule can produce LTD without (!) post-synaptic input.
This is biologically unrealistic and the BCM rule (Bienenstock, Cooper,
Munro) takes care of this.
BCM- Rule

dw
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= µ vu (v - Θ)

µ << 1
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The covariance rule can produce LTD without (!) post-synaptic input.
This is biologically unrealistic and the BCM rule (Bienenstock, Cooper,
Munro) takes care of this.
BCM- Rule

dw
dt

= µ vu (v - Θ)

µ << 1

As such this rule is again unstable, but BCM introduces a sliding threshold

dΘ
dt

= ν (v2 - Θ)

ν<1

Note the rate of threshold change ν should be faster than then weight

changes (µ), but slower than the presentation of the individual input
patterns. This way the weight growth will be over-dampened relative to the
(weight – induced) activity increase.

Evidence for weight normalization:
Reduced weight increase as soon as weights are already big
(Bi and Poo, 1998, J. Neurosci.)

BCM is just one type of (implicit) weight normalization.

Other Weight normalization mechanisms
Bad News: There are MANY ways to do this and results of learning may
vastly differ with the used normalization method. This is one down-side of
Hebbian learning.
In general one finds two often applied schemes:
Subtractive and multiplicative weight normalization.
Example (subtractive):

1 dw
ö dt

= vu à

v(náu)n
N

With N, number of inputs and n a unit vector (all “1”). This yields that
n.u is just the sum over all inputs.
Note: This normalization is rigidly applied at each learning step. It requires global
information (info about ALL weights), which is biologically unrealistic.
One needs to make sure that weight do not fall below zero (lower bound).
Also: Without upper bound you will often get all weight = 0 except one.
Subtractive normalization is highly competitive as the subtracted values are always
the same for all weights and, hence, will affect small weight relatively more.

Weight normalization:
Example (multiplicative):

dw
dt

= µ (vu – α v2w), α>0
(Oja’s rule, 1982)

Note: This normalization leads to an asymptotic convergence of |w|2 to 1/α.
It requires only local information (pre-, post-syn. activity and the local synaptic
weight).
It also introduces competition between the weights as growth of one weight will force
the other into relative re-normalization (as the length of the weight vector |w|2 remains
always limited.

Eigen Vector Decomposition - PCA
We had:

Averaging Inputs

dw
dt

= µ <v u>

µ << 1

We can just average over all input patterns and approximate the weight
change by this. Remember, this assumes that weight changes are slow.

If we replace v with w . u we can write:
dw
= µ Q . w where Q = <uu> is
dt
the input correlation
matrix
And write: Q.eν = λνeν,
where eν is an eigenvector of Q and λν is an eigenvalue, with
ν= 1,….,N. Note for correlation matrices all eigenvalues are real
and non-negative.
As usual, we rank-order the eigenvalues:

λ1≥λ2≥…≥λN

Eigen Vector Decomposition - PCA
Every vector can be expressed as a linear combination of its eigenvectors:

w(t) =

N
P

c÷(t)e÷

÷=1

**

Where the coefficients are given by:

dw

Entering in

dt

c÷(t) =

=µ Q.w

õ ÷t
c÷(0) exp( ö )

w(t) =

P

c÷(t) = w(t) á e÷
And solving for cν yields:

Using * with t=0 we can rewrite ** to:

exp(õö÷t)(w(0) á e÷) e÷

*

Eigen Vector Decomposition - PCA

w(t) =

P

õ ÷t
exp( ö )(w(0)

á e ÷) e ÷

As the λ’s are rank-ordered and non-negative we find that for long t only the
first term will dominate this sum. Hence:

w ù e1

and, thus,:

v ù e1 á u

As the dot product corresponds to a projection of one vector onto another,
we find that hebbian plasticity produces an output v proportional to the projection of the input vector u onto the principal (first) eigenvector e1 of the
correlation matrix of the inputs used during training.
õ 1t
Note exp( ö ) will get quite big over time and, hence, we need normalization!

A good way to do this is to use Oja’s rule which yields:

w=

e1
p
ë;

t!1

Eigen Vector Decomposition - PCA

Panel A shows the input distribution (dots) for two inputs u, which is
Gaussian with mean zero and the alignment of the weight vector w using the
basic Hebb rule. The vector aligns with the main axis of the distribution.
Hence, here we have something like PCA.
Panel B shows the same when the mean is non zero. No alignment occurs.
Panel C shows the same when applying the covariance Hebb rule. Here we
have the same as in A.(One has subtracted the average!)

Primary Visual Pathway
V1 contains a retinotopic map of the visual Field.
Adjacent Neurons represent adjacent regions in the
retina. That particular small retinal region from which a
single neuron receives its input is called the receptive
field of this neuron.
V1 receives information from both eyes. Alternating
regions in V1 (Ocular Dominanz Columns) receive
(predominantely) Input from either the left or the right
eye.
Each location in the cortex represents a different part
of the visual scene through the activity of many
neurons. Different neurons encode different aspects of
the image. For example, orientation of edges, color,
motion speed and direction, etc.
V1 decomposes an image into these components.
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Visual Pathway – Cortical Selectivities
Visual Cortex
Receptive fields are:
•Binocular
•Orientation Selective

Area
17

LGN
Receptive fields are:
•Monocular
•Radially Symmetric
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Modelling Ocular Dominance – Networks
The ocular dominance map:
Left

Right

With gradual transitions
Magnification (monkey)

Larger Map after thresholding
(Monkey)

Modelling Ocular Dominance – Single Cell
Left

ul

wl

v

Eye input
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v = w rur + w lulr

wr

ur

We need to generate a situation where through Hebbian learning one
synapse will grow while the other should drop to zero.
Called: Synaptic competition (Remember “weight normalization”!)
We assume that right and left eye are statistically the same and, thus,
get as correlation matrix Q:

Q = <uu> =

ð

<urur> <urul>
<ulur>

<ulul>

ñð

qS

qD

qD

qS

=

ñ

Modelling Ocular Dominance – Single Cell
Eigenvectors are:

with eigenvalues

e1 =

p1
2

ð

+1
+1

ñ

õ1 = q S + q D

And defining:

We get:

dw +
dt

w+ = wr + wl

= ö(qS + qD)w +

+1
à1

ñ

and

e2 = p12

and

õ2 = q S à q D

dw
Using the correlation based Hebb rule:

ð

dt

=µ Q.w

and

wà = wr à wl

and

dw à
dt

= ö(qS à qD)w à

We can assume that after eye-opening positive activity correlations between
the eyes exist. Hence: q S + q D > q S à q D

And it follows that e1 is the principal eigenvector leading to equal weight
growth for both eyes, which is not the case in biology!

Modelling Ocular Dominance – Single Cell
Weight normalization will help, (but only subtractive normalization works
as multiplicative normalization will not change the relative growth of w+ as
compared to w-):

As:

n=

à1
1

1 dw
á ö dt

= vu à

v(náu)n
N

we have e1 ~ n which eliminates weight growth of w+

(because entering e1 into the above yields: Q á e1 à (e1 á Q á n)n=N = 0 )
While, on the other hand: e2 . n = 0, (vectors are orthogonal).
Hence the weight vector will grow parallel to e2, which requires the
one to grow and the other to shrink.
What really happens is given by the initial conditions of w(0).
If:

w(0) á e2 ø w r(0) à w l(0) > 0

wr will increase, otherwise wl will grow.
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Modelling Ocular Dominance – Networks
To receive an ocular dominance map we need a small network:

Here the activity components vi of each neuron collected into
vector v are recursively defined by:

dv
dt

øàv+Wáu+Máv

Where M is the recurrent weight matrix and W the feed-forward weight matrix.
If the eigenvalues of M are smaller than 1 than this is stable and we get as
the steady state output:

v=Wáu+Máv

Modelling Ocular Dominance – Networks
Defining the inverse:

K = (I à M)à1

Where I is the identity matrix. This way we can rewrite:

v=KáWáu
An ocular dominance map can be achieved similar to the single cell model
but by assuming constant intracortical connectivity M.
We use this network:

Modelling Ocular Dominance – Networks
We get for the weights:

1 dW
ö dt

=< vu >= K á W á Q

Similar to the
correlation based
rule!

where Q=<uu> is the autocorrelation matrix.
For the simple network (last slide) we can write:

v = wr ur + wlul + M á v
afferent

intra-cortical

Again we define w+ and w- (this time as vectors!) and get:

dw+
dt

= ö(qS + qD)K á w+

and

dwà
dt

= ö(qS à qD)K á wà

With subtractive normalization we can again neglect w+
Hence the growth of w- is dominated by the principal eigenvector of K

Modelling Ocular Dominance – Networks
We assume that the intra-cortical connection structure is similar everywhere
and, thus, given by K(|x-x’|). Note: K is NOT the connectivity matrix. Let us
assume that K takes the shape of a difference of Gaussians.
K

Note: In some way this is a „trick“: we
assume that K takes this shape in oder
to get the right result in the end….
K can be thought of as factor that
spatially modulates the input correlations
given by qs and qd.

0
Intra-cortical Distance
If we assume periodic boundary conditions in our network we can
calculate the eigenvectors eν as:

*

e÷x = cos(2ù÷x
N à þ)

÷ = 0; 1; 2; . . .; N2

þ 2 [0; 2ù]

Modelling Ocular Dominance – Networks

jx à x0j

~
argmax K

2ù÷
k = Njxàx
0j

~
The eigenvalues are given by the Fourier Transform K of K
The principal eigenvector is given by * (last slide) with:

à
÷ = arg max K

The diagram above plots another difference of Gaussian K function (A, solid),
~
its Fourier transform K (B), and the principal eigenvector (A, dotted). The
fact that the eigenvector’s sign alternates leads to alternating left/right eye
dominance but now in a map just like for the single cell example discussed
earlier.
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